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East Haven’s journey to gold
Wendy Murray
East Haven is a former fishing community on
the Angus coast. It has a population of just
over 100 residents living in 54 properties
comprising a mix of mainly private and some
rented housing. Only one part time fisherman
still lives in the village, which is one of the
earliest recorded fishing communities in
Scotland dating back to 1214.
Where we were
In order to appreciate the transformation
culminating in East Haven achieving a
Beautiful Scotland gold award and the
Garden for Life Biodiversity Award in 2016,
it is important to understand where our
journey began in 2013. The village had
suffered from years of neglect and was
affected by littering, graffiti, vandalism and
anti-social behaviour in and around the
public toilets, an unappealing 1970s brick
built unit. East Haven has no other services
or facilities but in 2012, National Cycle
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Route 1 was extended to run through the
village and onwards up the coast to Arbroath.
Aware that Angus Council no longer had
funds to make improvements on the scale
required, residents decided that the 800th
anniversary of the village in 2014 presented a
unique opportunity for change. Extensive
consultation was undertaken and people were
asked to identify the improvements which
they believed would make a difference.
Residents produced a long list of priorities
and ambitions. From this, a number of key
themes emerged which centred around the
following goals: enhancing the village and its
natural environment; strengthening the
identity of the village as an ancient fishing
community; creating a lasting legacy involving
a theme of fishing boats and flowers and
enhancing the visitor experience and
encouraging pride and respect.
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Initially, there was a lot of pessimism amongst
residents with some believing that the most
that could be achieved to mark the octocentenary celebration would be a bench and a
plaque. Rather than settle for one or two
projects, residents decided to try and deliver
on all the identified priorities. Seen by many as
being over-ambitious, the community,
nevertheless, started to look for inspiration on
how to translate ideas into action. We looked at
the Keep Scotland Beautiful website and
decided that Beautiful Scotland’s Three
Pillars themes of Horticultural Practice,
Environmental
Responsibility
and
Community Participation provided a
framework within which residents were able
to organise their activities and start their
journey of transformation.

to be completed was the building of a public
footbridge, Eric’s bridge, built entirely from
recycled materials. Although it only took six
weeks to complete it required a superhuman
effort on behalf of the community. Residents
realised that they needed to reach out for help
from beyond the boundaries of their own
village. They used projects such as the
creation of heritage bunting and a memories
book to engage people not just across
Scotland but from all over the world.

Achievements in 2014
Within a few short weeks the community had
developed a website, opened a Facebook page
and had successfully asked the BBC to put
East Haven on the weather map. Angus
Council agreed to lease areas of unused land
within the village for the development of
community gardens and the community
applied to Beechgrove Garden for assistance
with the design and planting. The first project

Beechgrove Garden engaged landscape
designer Karen Laing to design a garden
which would draw on the ideas and aspirations
of the residents. The village had been
physically divided in two when the railway was
built in 1838 and residents were keen that the
garden created a link between the two sides.
Karen’s design used a large fishing boat as a
central feature and a series of wave beds and
drystone walls brought the ancient fishing
heritage into the heart of the village. Karen
selected hundreds of coastal plants and grasses
to provide a sustainable garden with colour all
year round. A rather unsightly conifer hedge
was retained to act as a wind break and
climbers such as the rambling rose ‘Seagull’,
honeysuckle and Clematis ‘Bill McKenzie’ now
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provide a stunning backdrop to the main area
of garden. A hybrid tea rose ‘Commonwealth
Glory’ was also planted as the Queen’s Baton
Relay was brought to East Haven. The young
Princesses, Margaret and Elizabeth had visited
East Haven from Glamis Castle in the 1930s
to play on the beach. Eight small flower boats
and a larger flower-filled dinghy on a traffic
island completely transformed East Haven.
Even the much maligned toilet block was
renovated externally to create a heritage point
with colourful interpretation boards. A
maritime exhibition and a festival brought
visitors from all over Europe and as far away
as Australia. Despite never previously entering
the Beautiful Scotland competition the village
was awarded a silver-gilt medal and the
VisitScotland Tourism Award in 2014.
Residents were also awarded the Herald
Society community project of the year award.
Becoming a learning community
Advice and suggestions about what to do next
came thick and fast. However, the more people
came up with new ideas the more residents felt
confused about the way forward. There was an
emerging awareness of our responsibility to
protect the fragile coastal environment.
Residents were unsure how or whether to
progress ideas such as wildflower seed
bombing or what to do with unused areas of
ground on the seaward side of the village.
Consequently, residents started to seek advice
from knowledgeable experts such as the
Tayside Biodiversity Coordinator and Scottish
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Natural Heritage. They also reviewed national
and local strategies to see what the Scottish
Government and other key organisations were
saying about biodiversity and climate change.
More consultation with residents led to the
development of a sustainability strategy for the
village which links to the Community Action
for a Sustainable Scotland Themes, the 2020
Challenge
for
Scotland’s
Biodiversity
Outcomes, the Angus Single Outcome
agreement and Scottish Government objectives.
A focus on sustainability and biodiversity
In July 2015 a new charity, East Haven
Together, was established to embed all
activities within a culture of sustainability.
During 2015 residents increased their efforts
to improve additional areas, build a compost
unit and rainwater recycling system and plant
fruit, vegetables and herbs. Ensuring that
sustainable products were used was really
important to the community and they were
careful to check, for example, that the soil
improver supplied by their local council
achieved the PAS 100 standard. Conforming
to this standard minimised the risk of inadvertently introducing non-native species such as
giant hogweed or Japanese knotweed. Around
this time a partnership was also developed
with the waste water treatment plant to
obtain a free supply of biosolids for use as a
slow release fertilizer in the flower beds. The
pellets are repeatedly dried to 110C and are
approved as Enhanced Treated Sludge.
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The village/charity then entered into a
community partnership with Angus Council
to prevent the closure of the public toilets at
the heritage point. The toilets are the only
public convenience in the area. Residents
were concerned that the toilets might be
closed at a time when the village was experiencing a significant increase in tourism.
Residents therefore assumed day-day-responsibility for the facility which resulted in a vast
improvement in ambience and cleanliness
with the provision of extras such as soap,
hand cream and fresh flowers. As some of the
residents were also involved in the local art
society they hung some of their original
paintings on the wall and renamed the facility
the ‘wee gallery’. The response from the
public was overwhelming and donations at the
wee gallery now form a source of income to
help maintain the community gardens and
heritage areas.
From growing herbs and vegetables to
holding ‘Let’s Cook’ sessions residents have
also hosted two food festivals to celebrate
local food and drink and promote local food
producers. Visitors are encouraged to use the
coastal path to walk or cycle to the village and
those that do so are rewarded with free
refreshments on arrival. Voluntary donations
go to the charity Mary’s Meals. The range of
improvements across the whole village in
addition to the regular beach cleans
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contributed to the achievement
community led beach award in 2016.
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Taking care of their environment also led
residents to assume responsibility for the
management of their SSSI in partnership with
Scottish Natural Heritage. East Haven is the
only place in Scotland where the greater
yellow rattle, Rhinanthus angustifolius, grows
naturally. Recent years have seen a decline in
the plant so it is hoped that special cuts along
the 500m stretch will boost plant numbers.
Learning more about the protection of native
species led to a desire to learn more about the
environment and consider what biodiversity
means for East Haven. Some residents went
on training courses to learn about specific
species and their habitats for example, the
small blue butterfly. Kidney vetch, the sole
food of the small blue, was planted at various
locations along the coast. Skills to identify and
submit recordings of various species such as
moths were undertaken and the findings from
monthly bee walks submitted to the
Bumblebee Conservation Society.
In August 2016 the residents organised a large
community BioBlitz which brought together
scientists and experts from all over Scotland to
identify as many species as possible over two
days. Residents wanted to establish a baseline
through which they could better understand
what species inhabited the environment and
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what action needed to be taken to protect and
conserve biodiversity. As a result, 638 records
were uploaded onto record comprising 346
different species. Further analysis of the
information will inform all future land
management and conservation projects in 2017.
The community was very proud to achieve a
Gold Award from Beautiful Scotland in 2015
and the Jim Murdie Sustainability Award. To
achieve Gold in 2016 and the Garden for Life
Biodiversity award in 2016 exceeded all
expectations. The Three Pillars framework has
ensured a systematic approach to improving
the environment. What residents are most
proud of is that they are a much stronger and
more resilient community. They all know one
another far better and their weekly drop in
garden sessions over the season enable
people to share skills, make new friendships
and above all, have fun.

Celebrating our successes. © East Haven Together.

Wendy Murray, Rockville, East Haven,
Angus DD7 6LQ.
Wendy has lived in the coastal village of East
Haven in Angus for 27 years and is a trustee
with the charity East Haven Together. Wendy led
on the East Haven 800 celebrations in 2014
when residents worked together to transform
their coastal community and celebrate their
heritage. More about the charity East Haven
Together can be found on their website
www.easthavenangus.com or visit their Facebook
page, ‘OurEastHaven’.
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